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The following event trees have been compiled from recent reports received by IMCA. The originators granted IMCA permission for the trees
to be analysed and commented on by the IMCA DP Focused Workgroup. To ensure anonymity not all of the information contained in the
original report was made available to the persons analysing these event trees.
Vessel managers, DP operators and DP technical crew should consider if these events and comments are relevant to their own vessel DP
operation so that they can be used to assess and assist the safe operation of the vessel.
Any queries regarding this bulletin should be directed to IMCA Technical Adviser Andy Goldsmith (andy.goldsmith@imca-int.com). Members
and non-members are welcome to contact Andy if they have experienced DP events which can be securely analysed and then shared
anonymously with the DP industry.

1

Unintentional Deselection of a DP Control Function
Vessel on DP in 83m
water depth engaged
in saturation diving
operations

5 thrusters online

4 generators online

2 DGNSS, 1 HPR and
1 taut wire online

3 gyros, 3 MRUs and
2 wind sensors online

Surge button
unknowingly
deselected

Confirmed that settings
were the same as OS
No 1

DPO unable to access
gain control

It was noticed that the
vessel was moving and
realised the surge
button was deselected

SDPO checked
footprint and thrusters
– all within limits

Present position button
pressed

Control transferred to
OS No 2

Vessel position stable

Wind 14kts 253°,
current 2.0kts 185°,
wave height 1.0m,
visibility 10nm

Considerations from the above event:
 This event highlights the possible consequences of deselecting critical DP system buttons. Significant changes
to any system should not be made during critical phases of an operation.
 It was considered highly likely that the DPO was performing multiple tasks when the surge button was
unknowingly deselected.
 Tools are available within position reference systems to monitor vessel position and alarm if the vessel moves
outside a set limit.
 Vessel operators should note that this type of event continues to occur and might therefore consider whether
additional barriers should be put in place for critical switches.

2

Thruster Failure and Unavailability
Vessel on DP in 63m
water depth engaged
in cargo operations

2 generators online,
2 on standby, bus tie
open

4 thrusters online

2 DGNSS, 1 radar and
1 laser system online

3 gyros, 2 MRUs and
2 wind sensors online

DP alarm Port azimuth
thruster unavailable

Vessel moving clear on
DP

Vessel maintaining
position

Vessel outside 500m
zone for investigation

Wind 8kts 195°,
current not given,
wave height 0.5m,
visibility good

Bulk cargo hose
disconnected

Considerations from the above event:
 The crew followed good procedures by suspending operations in a controlled manner ready for investigation.

3

Differences Between Operator Stations
Vessel on DP in 27m
water depth engaged
in renewable
operations

All thrusters online

All generators online,
bus tie open

2 DGNSS online, 1 laser
system on standby

3 gyros, 2 MRUs and
2 wind sensors online

Operator Station (OS)
No 2 in command

Joystick positioned to
reduce speed

Thrust command
request showing on
OS No 1

DP joystick control Automatic heading

Thrusters not reacting

Control taken on
OS No 1

Vessel transiting at
1.2kts

Thrust command
request not visible on
OS No 2

Thrusters reacting
correctly to thrust
commands

Wind 8kts 243°,
current 2.0kts 090°,
wave height 1.0m,
visibility good

Considerations from the above event:
 Whilst it is not clear what caused this event it does stress the importance of field arrival and set up tests
designed to identify operator station differences.

4

Thruster Fault
Vessel on DP in 13m
water depth engaged
in bulk cargo
operations

6 thrusters online

4 generators online,
bus tie open

2 DGNSS and 1 radar
system online

3 gyros, 2 MRUs and
2 wind sensors online

Vessel stern to
installation, bulk drill
water transfer

Continuous DP alarm
starboard thruster
Pitch propeller
feedback fault

Starboard thruster
pitch remains at 45%

Bow to swell, shallow
depth causing short
high swell

Pitch indication of
constant 45% on
manual control console

Emergency clutch out
of starboard thruster

Vessel surging 3m
forward and aft

DP position less stable

Bulk hose disconnected

Intermittent DP alarm
on port and starboard
thrusters Pitch
propeller feedback
fault

Manual control of
thrusters engaged

Vessel departs 500m
zone for investigation

Wind 11kts 230°, 9.5
tons 080°, wave height
1.5m, visibility good

Considerations from the above event:
 All available means should be used to identify the faulty thruster and then shut it down as deselecting it from
the DP system might not be effective.
 Depending on the time frame, it is recommended that the bulk transfer hose is disconnected prior to engaging
manual control of thrusters.
 It should be noted that on a vessel that utilises main propellers for DP, pitch should fail safe to zero. This is
because the second propeller, working astern, would not be able to compensate for the erroneous thruster
working ahead.

5

Instability of Position Reference Systems
Vessel on DP in 115m
water depth engaged
in bulk cargo
operations

3 thrusters and 2 main
engines online

2 shaft generators
online, 2 generators on
standby, bus tie open

2 DGNSS and 1 radar
system online

3 gyros, 2 MRUs and
2 wind sensors online

Vessel alongside
installation DP steady

Simultaneously all
position reference
system signals lost

DP system tested
satisfactorily in drift off
location

Vessel moved 3m
closer to facilitate
crane lift

Vessel noticed to be
moving

Operations resumed

DGNSS signal reception
became unsteady

Bulk hose disconnected

Radar system then
became unstable

Vessel moved clear

Wind 25kts 337°,
current 0.8kts 160°,
wave height 2.7m,
visibility good

Considerations from the above event:
 It is not clear from the report whether it was the differential correction signal or satellite constellation that was
shielded, however operators need to be aware of shielding and shadowing in similar situations.
 The GNSS constellation screen should be consulted and considered prior to moving closer to a possible
obstruction.
 The reflector for the radar system might not have been sited for optimum performance; did the crane shield
the radar from the reflector?

